HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE
LIVE BEAUTIFULLY · CELEBRATE BOLDLY · GIVE GENEROUSLY
FOR THE NEW YORK LOVERS

CRAFT THE PERFECT MANHATTAN IN STYLE

BERNARDAUD
NEW YORK VOTIVE
$60

BERNARDAUD
NEW YORK BY THE SEA VOTIVE
$60

SAINT-LOUIS
MANHATTAN MIXOLOGY SET
$1,210

POLS POTTEN
APPLE MONEYBOX
$90

BAOBAB - MANHATTAN COLLECTION
SCENTED CANDLE & DIFFUSER SET
$160
FOR THE NEW YORK LOVERS

FILL UP YOUR NEW YORK LIBRARY WITH THESE ASSOULINE BOOKS

NEW YORK CHIC
$105

NEW YORK BY NEW YORK
$250

THE CARLYLE
$120

HAMPTONS PRIVATE
$105
PIECEWORK
NEW YORK THEMED 1,000 PIECE PUZZLES
$38/EACH

SKYLINE CHESS - NEW YORK EDITION
CHESS SET WITH STAINLESS STEEL PIECES
$850

LIMITED EDITION
The New York Diner

I ❤️ NY

I ❤️ NY
1000 Piece Puzzle
HOST WITH THE MOST

ZALTO
UNIVERSAL GLASS, SET OF 2
$185

CHRISTOFLE
VERTIGO 3 PART SERVER
$675

STACK THEM UP

MADE GOODS
DORIS TRAYS

LARGE - 20” D X 3” H
$485

SMALL - 17” D X 3” H
$385

VISTA ALEGRE
PHAROS TEA POT & MUGS SET
$750

PERFECT FOR NUTS, OLIVES & OTHER LIGHT SNACKS
A BACCARAT MOMENT

PAPILLON LUCKY BUTTERFLY
IN SILVER - $260

COEUR PUFFED HEART
IN RED - $350

ROUND LOUXOR VASE, RED
$1,500

MILLE NUITS PASTRY STAND
$1,200

HARCOURT EVE FLUTE
IN RED, SET OF 2 - $520
HERMÈS
HIPPMOBILE DESSERT PLATE
$170/EACH

HERMÈS
HIPPMOBILE MUG
$195/EACH
SPREADING HOLIDAY CHEER!

STORYTELLING BY THE FIREPLACE?

ALL BOUND BY HAND IN BONDED LEATHER

THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS
BY CLEMENT C. MOORE - $95

GOODNIGHT MOON
BY MARGARET WISE BROWN - $90

L'OBJET
BAMBOU BOOKREST
$730

THE GIVING TREE
BY SHEL SILVERSTEIN - $95

OH, THE PLACES YOU’LL GO
BY DR. SEUSS - $95

ASSOULINE
A BOOKSTAND IN BLACK
$105
SPREADING HOLIDAY CHEER!

A HOLIDAY CANDLE MEANT TO BE BURNED ALL YEAR ROUND

HALREM CANDLE CO.
HOLIDAY SCENTED CANDLE
$54

PIECEWORK
HOLIDAY COOKIE TIN PUZZLE
$42

54 CELSIUS
PYROPET DYRI REINDEER CANDLE
$40
SPREADING HOLIDAY CHEER!

DECORATE YOUR TREE WITH GIFT ORNAMENTS!

ADD CREATIVITY TO YOUR HOLIDAY FOR THOSE WHO CHERISH PEN & PAPER

MERRY XMAS SET
SET OF 2 - $55

CAR ENTHUSIAST
SET OF 2 - $55

FOR THE GOLFER
SET OF 4 - $105

HOLIDAY CHEER
SET OF 4 - $105
HAPPY HANUKKAH!

PIECEWORK
HANUKKAH COOKIE TIN PUZZLE
$42

SIMON PEARCE
WOODBURY MENORAH
$325

L’OBJET
ROVA MENORAH
$695

L’OBJET
GOLD HOLLOW BRAID BREAD KNIFE
$195

ANNIEGLASS
JUDAICA CHALLAH PLATTERS
$284/EACH
CHRISTOFLE

MOOD ASIA
$1,880

MOOD PRECIOUS
$2,700
VERTIGO ICE BUCKET
$785

MOOD PARTY ROUND TRAY
$1,200

VERTIGO CANDLESTICKS
$820/EACH
HERMÈS

MOSAÏQUE SUSHI PLATE
$200

GOLD

PLATINUM

SAINT-LOUIS

Personalization available for orders placed before November 1st

KINGS HALL COLLECTION
$560
Four tales telling the stories of four Kings:
Louis XIV, Louis XV, Louis XVI & Louis Philippe

QUEENS' HALL COLLECTION
$620
Four iconic sovereigns: Maria Theresa of Spain,
Marie Leszczyńska, Marie Antoinette,
and Maria Amalia of Naples and Sicily.
SAINT-LOUIS

THE RADIANCE OF CRYSTAL COMBINED WITH THE STRENGTH OF ASH WOOD TURNED INTO A BEAUTIFUL & DELICATE PORTABLE LAMP

FOLIA BLACK WOOD PORTABLE LAMP

$2,900
KLEINREID
NIMBUS COLLECTION

CLOUD-LIKE, HAND-APPLIQUED, SCULPTURAL SHAPES THAT MAKE A GRAND STATEMENT

WIDE VASE
$1,560

TALL VASE
$1,495

HALO XL BOWL
$1,100

FOOTED BOWL
$870
JLNY'S ONE-OF-A-KIND FINDS

TULINE
HANDMADE FAMILY OF SHEEP

YOU CAN SIT ON THESE!

TITO BLACK NOSE
22X16” - $455

SORDY BLACK NOSE
23X21” - $840

LADY BLACK NOSE
40X28” - $1,260

MR. BLACK NOSE
41X31” - $1,330
SIAMO TUTTI UNO
(WE ARE ONE)

HANDMADE IN ITALY INSPIRED BY THE AESTHETICS AND
BODY PAINTINGS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLE.

LARGE VASE 01
29.5”H - $1,490

LARGE VASE 02
21”H - $1,090

LARGE VASE 03
20.5”H - $980

MEDIUM VASE 01
16”H - $850

SMALL VASE
12.5”H - $755

MEDIUM VASE 02
15.5”H - $880

SIAMO TUTTI UNO
(WE ARE ONE)

HANDMADE IN ITALY INSPIRED BY THE AESTHETICS AND
BODY PAINTINGS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLE.

LARGE VASE 01
29.5”H - $1,490

LARGE VASE 02
21”H - $1,090

LARGE VASE 03
20.5”H - $980

MEDIUM VASE 01
16”H - $850

SMALL VASE
12.5”H - $755

MEDIUM VASE 02
15.5”H - $880

SIAMO TUTTI UNO
(WE ARE ONE)

HANDMADE IN ITALY INSPIRED BY THE AESTHETICS AND
BODY PAINTINGS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLE.
JLNY’S ONE-OF-A-KIND FINDS

U FRUIT BOWL $100
DOUBLE U FRUIT BOWL $140

MARIETTE VASE $178
CONAN VASE $123
AUGUSTUS VASE $195
FLUKE VASE $156
ABSAŁON VASE $235

CYRC
3D PRINTED WITH RECYCLED MATERIALS
JLNY’S ONE-OF-A-KIND FINDS

STROMBOLI VASE
IN MORGANITE - $120

STROMBOLI VASE
IN CARNEILAN - $120

MORGANITE CYLINDER VASE
$95

CANTELOUPE AUGUST VASE
$325

ADMIRAL CYLINDER VASE
$80

LANAI LARGE CVASE
$250

HENRY DEAN
UNIQUE GLASSWARE
TOP PICKS BY OUR TEAM

PRETTY IN PINK!

FOR ANYTHING & EVERYTHING!

BACCARAT
PAPILLON LUCKY BUTTERFLY
BLUSH PINK - $190

REFLECTIONS
MADISON BOWL
$630

STORIES OF ITALY
FLAMINGO TUMBLERS
$75/EACH

54 CELSIUS
WIGGLE CANDLES, SET OF 2
$25
TOP PICKS BY OUR TEAM

WHIMSICAL CREATURES

L’OBJET
PETIT AND GRAND HAASHTRAYS
$525-625

54 CELSIUS
PYROPET EINAR UNICORN SKELETON CANDLE
$40

L’OBJET
HAAS UNICORN OCTOPUS LETTER OPENER
$415
FABULOUS FINDS FOR LESS THAN $100

A FASHION LOVER MUST-HAVE

GEORG JENSEN
MANHATTAN BOX, WIDE
$79

ADDISON ROSS
SILVER PLATE ENAMEL FRAME
$70

ASSOULINE
CHANEL THREE BOOK SLIPCASE
$90

54 CELSIUS
PYROPET DREKI DRAGON SKELETON CANDLE
$40

L’OBJET
CROCODILE ROUND BOX
$80
FABULOUS FINDS FOR LESS THAN $100

SERAX
FISH & FISH BOTTLE
$50

GEORG JENSEN
MANHATTAN COASTER SET
$99

SABRE
BISTRO SERVING SET IN IVORY
$62

GEORG JENSEN
ELEPHANT BOTTLE OPENER
$49

JARS
PLUME PEARL SERVING BOWL
$100
FABULOUS FINDS FOR LESS THAN $100

GET WARM & COZY!

SFERRA
CELINE THROWS
$100/EACH

BERNARDAUD
AMOUR VOTIVE
$60

SFERRA
CELINE THROWS
$100/EACH

BERNARDAUD
AMOUR VOTIVE
$60

HARLEM CANDLE CO.
LANGSTON CANDLE
$48

HARLEM CANDLE CO.
JOSEPHINE CANDLE
$48
FUN GIFT ASSORTMENTS

ASSOULINE
FOR THE WANDERLUST ENTHUSIASTS

MYKONOS MUSE
COFFEE TABLE BOOK - $105
TRAVEL FROM HOME CANDLE - $80

MARRAKECH FLAIR
COFFEE TABLE BOOK - $105
TRAVEL FROM HOME CANDLE - $80

IBIZA BOHEMIA
COFFEE TABLE BOOK - $105
TRAVEL FROM HOME CANDLE - $80
FUN GIFT ASSORTMENTS

L’OBJET
HAAS JUMBO PLAYING CARDS
$95

MATCH
LARGE CHERRY WOOD CHEESE TRAY
$802

L’OBJET
MOSER
MOSER
MULTICOLOR VODKA GLASSES, SET OF 6
$516

SIMON PEARCE
HARTLAND CHEESE KNIVES
SET OF 3 - $85
FUN GIFT ASSORTMENTS

ASSOULINE
COCKTAIL CHAMELEON BOOK
$60

RICHARD BRENDON
FLUTED COUPE GLASS - LARGE
$218

GEORG JENSEN
MANHATTAN COCKTAIL SHAKER
$149

RICHARD BRENDON
FLUTED COUPE GLASS - SMALL
$165

CRAFT DELICIOUS COCKTAILS!